
APPENDIX A - DOOR KNOCK RESPONSES

COUNCIL BUSINESS COMMITTEE - 19 JULY 2018

Yes No Don’t Know Comments

Round 1 66 33 54

Undecided, definitely not interested, both house holders in favour, not interested at all, impartial and not bothered either way, thought it would 

probably be okay, good idea, in favour, good idea but against the extra charge, in favour in principle, communities are important for local people, not 

bothered either way, recently moved to area so no opinion on it, undecided, it would be a good thing, not in favour due to extra charge, had difficulty 

understanding due to language barrier, good to have community involvement and likes dedicated councillors, definitely not in favour - pay enough 

council tax already, against and can't see the benefit this would have, no objection but no real interest, definitely very much against it - there are already 

enough councillors, in favour of local councillors, good idea in principle, undecided needs to think about it - concerned about the charge, in favour if it 

improves the area, moving to another area soon, concerned about additional charges and doesn't want to pay more, not interested, very much in favour, 

in favour in principle, not interested, against doesn't want additional charge, undecided but seems a good idea if the money is spent well, it's a good 

idea, undecided, in favour after further explanation, unsure at this time, very against it - too many councillors already, thinks it is a good idea - but more 

info on charges is needed, in favour but concerned charges will increase, in favour as it will benefit the community, undecided, no opinion as moving out 

of the area soon, not in favour due to precept charge, moving away as hates vandalism in the area, thinks it will be a good idea, both householders were 

in favour, uncertain only moved in 3 weeks ago, in favour as long as it benefits the area, thought it would be good for the area, thinks it is a good thing, 

agrees that it is a good idea, would like to see some money spent on projects for children in the area, both householders agreed it was a good idea, 

definitely against, against as it is okay as it is, slightly against as doesn't like the different tiers of government, thinks it is a good idea, strongly in favour, 

against as thinks that there are too many councils, agrees it's a good thing, doesn't want it to change as things are fine as they are, not interested, 

against as no interest in politics,

Round 2 34 49 44

moving out of the area soon, doubts whether this will be value for money - feels city council should be doing it anyway, only moved in 2 months ago and 

not aware of local arrangements, unsure going to discuss with family member/look online for more info, thinking about it, supportive and thinks more 

money needs to be paid at local level, unsure/thinking about it, knew nothing about it and not really interested, thinks it is an excellent idea, unsure just 

moved to the area, against as not happy about the charge but likes the idea in principle, very much in favour, knew nothing about it - unsure, hadn't 

heard anything about it, not in favour of any part of the government, not interested, not thought about it, indifferent, wishes to discuss with family 

member first, 

Round 3 71 33 23

Would like to know more, what will the parish council do?, pay enough, not interested, bad idea, yes - on balance, a skeptical yes, no need for precept, a 

good idea, always thought it was a good idea, has a friend on Overton parish council - wants to discuss it with them, why pay more?, would add another 

layer of bureaucracy, would like to know how the money would be spent, great idea, not one for change, in theory yes - but would like to know more, 

yes in principle - although concerned about cost, pays enough - LCC senior staff overpaid, pay enough, doesn't want Heysham spoiling, all for it, time for 

change, give money to local people, 

Round 4 38 11 5

Don't know enough about it, good idea, happy to pay a bit extra, yes - especially if they improve roads, no - there is enough going on, good idea - small 

price to pay, sceptical - but yes,  don't want to pay any more,  pay enough council tax already, yes in principle - as long as the money isn't just spent in 

the village, what do we pay council tax for?, just moved in - good idea, for 30p a week - why not!, more for the elderly - not just kids, not aware of it, it 

can't do any harm, the City Council will back off, good idea for a small fee, not been here long enough to know, no - already paying for the green bin

Round 5 57 9 10



Round 6 35 37 54

Doesn't think it'll change anything, not heard anything, not happy with increased ctax, not wanting ctax increase, don't care, not interested, undecided, 

loves the idea - ASB officers on top of their wish list, thinks it's good, very pleased if a new council is created, good idea - may contact the council for 

more info, 

Round 7 57 56 86 "is it religious?",  too expensive, read previous leaflets - agree,

Round 8 41 26 92

Not really bothered, already paying enough - on fixed income, in agreement, no view on subject, ambivalent to the idea, will need to think about it, in full 

agreement, wants to discuss this with main householder, no views either way, has read about it - in full agreement, needs to research to make informed 

decision, had no prior leaflet - will need to think about it, needs more time, doesn't want to pay any more, in agreement, had no leaflet - will consider it, 

doesn't want to pay for "group of folk sitting drinking tea", no views either way, doesn't want to pay extra to line someone's pockets, agree - good idea, 

no view, doesn't want to pay extra council tax, wants to discuss with husband, wants to think about it, needs time to think it over, don't know yet, "not 

bothered", needs time to think, hasn't had a leaflet, agrees - good idea, no view, not bothered either way, doesn't think would do any good, yes - would 

be a good idea, needs more time to think, will consider it, will give it some thought, good idea, householder unsure, does not want parish council, thinks 

nothing is done by council so doesn't want to pay any more, householder not bothered either way, thinks would be a good idea - as anti-social behaviour 

in village, needs more time to consider, no view,not interested in parish council, not bothered, no view, full agreement for parish council, agrees if 

money is purely spent on Heysham, does not want a parish council, not in agreement, wants time to consider, yes would be useful, will think about it, in 

agreement, does not want a parish council, will think about it, wants a parish council, not bothered, in agreement, will consider but not in favour of rise 

of council tax, will think about it, in agreement but "does not want Tories in", doesn't want to pay more council tax, will consider, yes - if it sorts out local 

issues, not interested, will think about it, needs more time to consider, does not agree with extra council tax, no views but will discuss with main 

householder, needs time to consider - dissatisfied with roads, will consider it, agrees, not bothered either way, only interested if road works were done, 

happy with existing council, no time to discuss, no views, will consider it, in full agreement, not sure - no issues in the area, wants to discuss with 

partner, in full agreement, in agreement, both housholders in agreement, not bothered either way, yes - if benefits kids, had no leaflet - will consider, 

agrees, in agreement, doesn't know yet, doesn't know yet, not bothered, in full agreement, no prior knowledge, both housholders in full agreement, 

"nobody does any good anyway", yes as would give Heysham a voice, in full agreement, in full agreement, will consider, no views on the matter, just 

moved in - no prior knowledge - will consider, would welcome a parish council, will consider, will discuss with other householder, does not want a parish 

council, yes - wants a parish council, no inclination either way, want to discuss with main householder, doesn't want to pay anymore council tax, no 

views either way, in full agreement, householder not sure, will think about it, no time to discuss views, quite happy to benefit from parish council, needs 

time to consider, wants a parish council - wants money spending on Heysham, doesn't think it'll make a difference, needs more time to think about it, 

thinks it would be a good idea, in full agreement, not bothered either way, does not have an opinion, thinks it's worth a go, in full agreement, unsure 

what a parish council would do, will consider, wants to know what issues would be addressed.



Round 9 45 38 68

Supported housing but all residents vote, against if council tax is going up, happy to pay extra council tax if being used in Heysham, good idea, it is 

probably needed for the better, don't want to pay anymore council tax, can't see that it will do much good - no money to deal with things due to cuts, 

yes local people dealing with local issues, it will be a good thing, no not interested, happy to have a local council, don't want to pay anymore, yes they do 

a lot in the village, not sure - would be if results could be guaranteed, it's not a bad idea, first they had heard of it - not sure, not a bad thing but struggle 

to pay council tax as they are a single parent, not interested, yes as would like a dog warden, no - it's a good idea but £15 makes it a bad idea, no don't 

want to pay any more council tax, no because the Heysham Neighbourhood Concil has done nothing, doesn't appreciate the increase in council tax, 

worth it if things could be done locally, no because of council tax, good idea as it is cheap and good value, no as they already pay enough, not value for 

money, not heard anything about it, not interested, yes if it benefits Heysham, yes it should be good for local area, it would be nice to have a Heysham 

Council, would focus on what people want in Heysham, very interested, it is a good idea to not belong to Lancaster, likes the idea but doesn't want to 

pay anymore, good idea, doesn't see the point as not able to change things, it is worth it, yes we need a voice in Heysham, no not happy about paying 

extra, not received anything from Neighbourhood Council/not had any info, not interested, doesn't think it would be much benefit, not interested, yes 

we need one but not sure if it would do any good, good idea, that's fine as don't pay council tax, good idea as it is needed, great idea to deal with local 

issues, will be good and a benefit to the area, good idea - very interested, all for it - £15 is nothing, no not paying extra council tax, no not political

Round 10 105 7 12

Good idea, very good idea, not a good idea - very against, makes no difference, happy for it to go ahead, brilliant idea, thinks Lancaster should look after 

Heysham instead, local is good, new to area but good idea, not sure will look at leaflet, not bothered, yes - needed in Heysham, in favour, not happy 

should stay the same, happy for parish council, all family happy with parish council idea, doesn't want council tax to go up, not happy with council at all, 

supported by both householders, not bothered, mixed ideas - unsure, not sure about the extra cost, happy for it to go ahead, 

Round 11 53 12 47
Definitely agrees as pot holes and weeds need sorting out, yes as local people need a voice, yes as current council no power, yes as the neighbourhood 

group has no sway, yes it would be good, thinks it is a good idea, can only be a good idea, yes it will be worth it, not interested in the slightest, unsure, 

Round 12 5 1 2
Street light out and nobody has been to fix it all year, do not agree to precept, it’s a good idea, good idea - agree with toilets and dog warden, no 

bothered, council worth every penny, pay enough council tax, council tax goes up every year, 

Round 13 15 20 24 Thought already had one, not value for money at present, 60/40 in favour, services ok as they are

Round 14 26 19 77

will look into it, not interested, don’t care, need more information, unaware of it,good idea, unwilling to give opinion, not happy with idea, not 

interested, may be good for heysham but doesn’t want tax increase, hope its worth it, will look further into it, strong opinions on both sides, will look 

into it,unsure, good for heysham, not interested, not interested, not interested, no opinion as property sold, not interested, will look into it, undecided, 

undecided,  will look into it,  will look into it, will look into it, will research, no interest, will look into it, has strong veiws on both sides, 

Round 15 32 26 56

Not impressed with HNC to date, lets leave things as they are, roads need sorting, don’t get any benefit from it, it would all go to the village so why 

should we pay, as long as they work for it, don’t see the benefit, only if they do something - not paying for them to sit around, already pay enough 

council tax, not worth the money, don't want to pay more, government will do what they want anyway, just another layer of government, good to have 

local representation, do not want to pay, Heysham needs more money - Lancaster less, no to more expense, doesn't make a difference, council tax too 

much already, 



Round 16 35 17 53

concerned about current level of ctax- but will look into it, doesn’t want it, not interested, will look into it, not interested, does not want to pay more 

ctax, does not want it, all for it-even with ctax increase, don’t want to discuss, will look into it, will look into it, ctax increase would be worth it, will 

research, generally a positive thing, would be of no benefit as live away from heysham village, cant afford an increase in ctax-88 and funds are tight, why 

should we pay more ctax, in favour, local people may make a difference, originally from an area with a strong parish so would support it, good idea as 

long as it doesnt detract from other areas in district, as long as it has positive impace ill be in support of it, in favour as ctax increase is small, very much 

in favour, positive for it, agrre with it but out of the village so probably wont benefit, not in favour of ctax increase, positive for it, more support the 

better for the area, good for the area but concern about people not affording ctax increase, just another level of local government-definate no, not 

bothered, positive but feel it will be Heysham village focussed,dont feel will get anyhting for the £15, no opinion, cant afford increase in ctax, wouldnt 

benefit, positive idea-but unsure of positive impact, local voice for local issues-positive, concern about ctax increase and wont bring any positives, 

strongly against due to ineffectivness-inequality in costing via ctax, positive for whole community, absolutely against it, further increase is 

unnacceptable, not interested in discuusing, community focus and better community voice-goodthings, for it because of heysham focused work they 

would do, will research, against any further ctax increase, positive to get things within the community, idea is good, in principle is good idea-but shouldnt 

be run on party political grounds, positive idea, all for it-positive about additional services locally, good idea-good for area, positive if things will be 

improved, as long as money is spent for benefit for all, happy with things as they are, unnacceptable for any further ctax increase, positive for it, in 

favour of proposals, not bothered either way, not interested,  

Round 17 28 24 9

It’s a good idea, just more bureaucracy - waste of time, not bothered either way, the council are a load of scammers so want nothing to do with it or the 

proposed parish council, not prepared to pay precept, don’t think council does much as it is, good idea but not sure it will make much difference, will 

only be for the village and won't affect us so very against, anything that improves the area is good, another level of bureaucracy, pay enough as it it, its a 

good idea, not very keen on the idea but undecided, not sure it will benefit as all too centralised and costs keep going up, don't feel we need it, don't get 

enough as it is for the council tax - not good value for money, it won't break the bank, would be good to have money spent on Heysham, don't want to 

pay any more council tax, excellent to have a say in what happend locally, another layer of bureaucracy - £15 will be the thin end of the wedge, pay 

enough, can't see how it would benefit, in favour providing it has real powers and would do something, it's a good idea, against as you don't get as much 

from a parish council as people are expecting, rather not have it, doesn't feel it is needed and the precept wouldn't be enough, it's a lot of money to 

come out of a pension, spends enough as it is, don't want to pay more council tax, not worth it, good idea, council tax high enough already, 

743 418 716


